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Land 

Any resource, not man-
made, that comes from

earth

Entrepreneurship

new innovation idea
that changes the
way we produce
goods 

Labor 

workers completing tasks for
themselves/businesses/firms

Capital

objects that allows us
to make goods like

buildings, machines,
and factories



EXAMPLES OF CAPITAL

Factories
Any objects that

allows to make

goods

Buildings 

Machines



EXAMPLES OF LAND

Diamonds Lumber

Water

Coal

Oil



CH-2
Opportunity
cost

What's the best

choice?



Opportunity Cost (O.C)

Examples

Opportunity cost is the potential benefits
that an individual misses out on when
choosing one alternative over another.

Hang out with friends
watch movie
work for 2hr

On a Sunday afternoon, you have 2hrs free time,
and you can choose to work for 2hr and earn 32
dollars, watch a movie, or hang out with your
friends. Assume this is your order of activities
based on your preferences.

1.
2.
3.

Then, your O.C for hanging out with friends will
be the joy of watching a movie (ONLY)

What is Opportunity Cost?

Equation

O.C (unit) = what I give up (unit)/what I
gain (unit) =# (unit)
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CH-3



PPC CURVE

.Production Possibilities Curve 

In economics, the maximum output of two items
with a fixed amount of input is measured by a

production possibilities curve.

Definition

O.C on PPC curve

O.C fish --> 6 bananas (15-6)/8 fish (28-20) = 3/4 bananas
Every time get 1 more fish--> give up 3/4 bananas.

O.C bananas --> 8 fish/6 banas = 4/3 fish
Every time get 1 more bananas--> give up 4/3 fish.



What will cause the PPC to increase?

Increase in the resources used to
produce goods and services

Technological advancement 

We invented machines that are more efficient
than before

If people can dig up more worms. We
should be able to catch more fish with

those worms

Example

Example

Even if one of the two causes the
PPC to shift outward, the

individual might not decide to
create more of either good.

Increase, shift outwards, shift left are the same 



What will cause theWhat will cause the
PPC to shift left?PPC to shift left?

Natural
disaster

Loss of any
resources

War
Loss in

technology



CH-4    Application
of  O.C 

and  PPC



Absolute advantages &
Comparative advantages

Comparative advantages

Absolute advantages

Based on their opportunity costs - what do you give up
to make the good? The person that gives up the least
amount is the person with the comparative advantage

An individual who can produce more of a good or service with
a set amount of time and resources



Apples       Bananas

Sam

John

O.C

1/2 apple

1banana

2 bananas

1 apple

Comparative advantage



Transactions
based on

opportunity
costs



TERMS OF TRADE

JohnComparative advantage
in producing apples

SamComparative advantage in
producing bananas

As a result, John should
produce apples, and Sam

should produce comparative

Indicate the rate at which each person is willing to
engage in trade


